Hayward aqua rite wiring diagram
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please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Sep 24, 3. I have the Aquarite
goldline setup. I had the dreaded crumbling black disc problem. So I ordered two and replaced
by cutting off old and crimping a new one on. Apparently I did not crimp one side well enough
and it slid down and made contact with the board. I have now removed the old posts and tried to
solder on the board but it is not holding. Looking for wiring diagram to know what runs where
so I can run some jumper wires. I can see the right post goes to the right - to the red wire. I can
not tell where the left post goes. Any insight or guidance would be helpful. Hate to replace the
board. Thanks, Nelson. Mar 14, Huntsville, AL. Jan 26, The various soldering guides usually
don't allow for printed circuit boards that have been damaged by hot components and such.
This is probably what you have going on. I have not seen the particular board you have, but I
have repaired a LOT of pcb's that have been damaged in one way or another and the tricks are:
Get the old solder out. Use solder wick or a solder sucker real name, look it up or maybe a bit of
compressed air. In all cases, be careful of the old solder getting away from you and splattering
some other component. Look closely for bits of it. Get an exacto knife or some kind of small
hobby knife and scrape, yes I said scrape, the board to remove the burned debris. You want a
clean untarnished surface. This may mean scraping away some of the paint that protects the
copper traces, but that doesn't matter right now. If there is a pad, this is a round enlarged area
in the copper trace, scrape some of the paint away from it and expose the copper underneath.
Be gentle doing this you don't want to saw at it and cut through the trace. When you have a nice
clean and enlarged area get some rosin and smear a little bit of it on both sides of the board
covering the area you just scraped. Put the new component in place and, using LEADED solder,
heat the joint enough so the solder flows completely around the component. Yes, I know I'm not
environmentally friendly, I'm trying to fix something and save myself some money, not worry
about a tenth of a gram of lead poisoning some rat someday, besides, there will NEVER be a
baby chewing on this. You want something 18 gauge or less, a couple of millimeters or less in
diameter. Inspect your work and make sure the solder joint is minimally reflective, not looking
like a fractured mess. If it is a fractured mess, you moved it before it cooled enough or you
heated too hot and boiled the tin out. In some cases, there is a metal rivet in the hole. Some
manufacturers do this for components that get a lot of heat. If so, make sure the rivet is secure
and well soldered. If you do it correctly, you will have a new solder joint that is larger than the
old one and probably twice as strong. Use a soldering iron, not a soldering gun. Those Weller
soldering guns were designed in the days when we were using 16 wire and tying it to large
posts, way too much heat for something like this. A 40 Watt iron that runs around degrees F
would do the job fine. You can fix this yourself, have fun and enjoy it. If you have too much
trouble, post a picture of both sides of the board that shows what you're up against and maybe I
can suggest something. Before you power it up check again for stray solder and solder that
may have sneaked over to some other trace making a short. Then, you should be good to go.
Ray - I will try and take a picture of the board and posts. You must log in or register to reply
here. Similar threads K. Aquarite automation with VS Omni require relay? Krysib Feb 2, Replies
2 Views Feb 3, Krysib. SWG Aquarite Malfunction. KnightLord Jan 27, Replies 15 Views Jan 27,
KnightLord. AquaRite r1. Replies 5 Views Jan 23, C0d3Sp4c3. Henry M Nov 18, 3 4 5. Replies 84
Views 1K. Dec 7, Henry M. Aquarite problem? Dave Nov 15, Nov 15, Dave Top Bottom. Welcome
to TFP! For a wealth of pool care information please check out our free Pool School. If you are
in need of specific help then we encourage you to Register and ask us here in the forum! Quick
Links. See also: Manual. Aqua Rite. Aqua Rite chlorine generators operating with software
version 1. The only special requirements for the Aqua Rite are the salt level and stabilizer. It is
important to maintain these levels in order to prevent corrosion or scaling and to ensure
maximum enjoyment of the pool. Page 6 Salt Level Use the chart on page 4 to determine how
much salt in pounds or Kgs need to be added to reach the recommended levels. Refer to the
following information and steps below to set the Turbo cell type. The Pro Logic, Intellitouch or
Eos can fully control the function of the Aqua Rite chlorinator in addition to the other pool
equipment. In most cases this self cleaning action will keep the cell working at optimum
efficiency. In areas where water is hard high mineral content and in pools where the water
chemistry has been allowed to get "out of balance", the cell may require periodic cleaning.
Consult local plumbing codes. The Aqua Rite is packaged with a flow switch and cell unions.
The cell must be pur- chased separately. Page Wiring Wiring Power must be shut off at the
circuit breaker before performing any wiring. To provide safe operation, the Aqua Rite must be

properly grounded and bonded. Any outdoor rated 4 conductor cable can be used. Refer to
each manufacturer's instructions and the wiring diagrams below for proper wiring connection to
the Aqua Rite. Page Troubleshooting Polaris - Attach wires to proper screw terminals as shown
below. Note that screw terminal "1" is marked on the Polaris PCB. If salt level is low, add salt
according to chart on page 4. Before adding large quantities of salt, it is advisable to have your
salt level profession- ally checked. Page Warranty SwimPure chlorination products to be free of
defects in materials and workmanship, under normal use and service, for a period of three 3
years. Head Loss Curve Elizabeth, NJ This manual is also suitable for: Aqua rite series. Print
page 1 Print document 20 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. An electrical wiring diagram is a basic
graph of the physical links and physical format of an electrical system or circuit. It
demonstrates how the electric cables are interconnected and can likewise reveal where
components and also elements might be attached to the system. Usage electrical wiring
diagrams to aid in building or manufacturing the circuit or digital gadget. They are also helpful
for making repair work. DIY fanatics use wiring representations but they are additionally usual
in house building and also car repair work. As an example, a house contractor will wish to
validate the physical location of electric outlets and lights utilizing a wiring diagram to prevent
costly errors and building code offenses. We comes with pre-made circuitry layout layouts.
Tailor thousands of electric signs as well as promptly drop them right into your wiring layout.
Special control takes care of around each icon permit you to quickly resize or turn them as
needed. To attract a cable, simply click the Draw Lines alternative on the left hand side of the
drawing location. Drag a symbol onto the line and also it will place itself and snap right into
location. As soon as connected, it will certainly continue to be linked even if you move the wire.
If you need extra symbols, click the arrow beside the noticeable library to raise a drop down
food selection as well as pick Extra. You can also transform the shapes and size of your line
hops. Select Program Dimensions to reveal the length of your cables or dimension of your
element. Mp4 â€” Diy Tube â€¦ Credit: diytube. A schematic shows the plan and also function
for an electrical circuit, but is not concerned with the physical format of the cables. Circuitry
layouts demonstrate how the cords are connected and also where they must situated in the
actual gadget, in addition to the physical links between all the elements. Unlike a photographic
representation, an electrical wiring diagram uses abstract or simplified shapes and also lines to
show components. Pictorial diagrams are commonly pictures with tags or highly-detailed
illustrations of the physical components. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it
indicates the lines are connected. Most symbols made use of on a circuitry representation
resemble abstract variations of the genuine things they stand for. For example, a button will be
a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cable, just like a light switch you can flip on and
off. A resistor will certainly be stood for with a series of squiggles signifying the restriction of
present circulation. An antenna is a straight line with three tiny lines branching off at its end,
just like a real antenna. Skip to content. Note: This guide is intended to give you a visual
reference to supplement the Hayward owner's manual, not replace it. Make sure you read and
understand your owner's manual before installing your unit. Gordie S. Toggle navigation Menu
Cart Chat. Here are the instructions for how to enable JavaScript in your web browser. Once
you've enabled Javascript, please refresh this page. Or give us a call at , and we would be
happy to take your order by phone. Email Guide. Print Guide. See All Steps. Things You'll Need.
Step by Step. Note: If the pool does not have new water, add one quart of metal remover and
one quart of a non-copper based algaecide to the pool. Locate the control box close to the
pump timer. Keep in mind that the 15' cable of the salt cell, which will be installed on the return
line, must be able to reach the control box. Note: It is important not to block the four sides of
the control. Step 3 Mark the locations for the four mounting screws. The control is designed to
mount vertically on a flat surface with the knockouts facing downward. Step 4 Drill four holes
where the mounting screws will be installed. Step 5 Install screws or other hardware appropriate
for the mounting surface through the two mounting holes at the bottom and the top of the Aqua
Rite Salt Generator. Hex head anchors are recommended for better traction when installing into
concrete. Step 6 Your next step is to wire the power cord from the Hayward Aqua Rite panel to
the pool timer. Incorrect wiring can cause dangerous shocks and may void your warranty. Step
7 Before wiring you will have to check the output power level at the timer going to your pump.
There should be a circuit breaker before the timer box where the power can be turned off. Step 9
This picture shows the wiring inside the timer box. Three wires come in from the left of the box.
There are 5 terminals in the timer box. The other four are labeled 1 to 4. Note: The timer pictured
is an Intermatic v T timer. Please refer to your timer's manual for guidance. It does not matter
which probe is placed on which terminal. Be careful not to let the probes short out between two
adjacent terminals. Step 12 Now that the voltage has been confirmed, the next step will be wire

the Aqua Rite control box to the timer. Open the Aqua Rite control box and remove the two
screws that secure the blue cover panel. Remove the blue cover panel. Step 13 In order to
determine the correct wiring connection, refer to the label on the inside door of the Aqua Rite
control box. The Aqua Rite is shipped from the factory with the configuration jumpers in the V
position. Note: If using V, move the jumpers to the configuration listed on the wiring diagram.
Step 14 Remove one of the knockouts located near the wiring connections of the Aqua Rite
control box. Step 16 Feed the cable through the terminal adapter and into the Aqua Rite control
box. Note: We used AWG cable for this v installation. Step 17 Connect the individual lines to the
correct terminals. For v, connect the ground line to the green screw, the black to terminal one,
and the white to terminal four. For , the jumpers most be moved and then the wires can be
connected in the same order. Step 18 Reinstall the blue cover panel onto the Aqua Rite control
box. Push the one end of the conduit into the terminal adapter on the control box. Step 21 Your
next step is to wire the power cord from the control box to the timer box as shown in the picture
to the left. Feed the cable through the adapter terminal. For Intermatic T timers, connect the
white wire to terminal 2, black to terminal 4, and the ground line to the ground terminal. Note:
For different v timers or v timers, please refer to your timer's manual for wiring instructions.
Step 22 Ground the Hayward Aqua Rite control box. Using an 8AWG conductor, connect the
grounding lug on the right side of the Del Eclipse to an appropriate earth contact. Failure to
adequately bond your power unit can lead to severe electrical shocks. Note: This bonding wire
is installed in addition to your normal grounding process green wire. You need both per code.
Step 23 Connect the opposite end of the control box ground line to the external ground line of
the pump. The external ground line is located on top of the motor. The external ground line for
the motor may have a protective green sleeve. Remove an inch of the green sleeve so that the
copper line is exposed. The two lines must be touching in order for the system to be properly
grounded. Note: We used a copper split bolt to ensure a solid connection between the two lines.
Step 24 The next steps will illustrate how to install the Aqua Rite salt cell and flow switch on the
return line. They will need to be installed after downstream all the pool equipment filter, heater,
etc. Step 25 For most installations, we recommend installing the flow switch after downstream
of the cell. The flow switch can be installed before or after the cell but there must be 12" of
straight pipe before the flow switch. The cell counts as 12" of straight pipe if installed directly
before the flow switch. Step 26 Connect the salt cell and flow switch by gluing a short piece of
schedule 40 pipe between the two. Make sure the arrow of the flow switch is pointing in the
direction of the flow of the water. Gluing is a two step process. After the primer has dried, apply
a thin even coat of glue to both surfaces. Hold the pipe in place for 30 seconds until the glue
sets. Note: 2" pvc will not require a reducer but 1. Step 27 Measure the total length of the salt
cell and flow switch. With that measurement, find the correct spot in the return line after the
equipment and cut out the properly measured section of pvc pipe. This takes into consideration
that some of the pvc plumbing will slip into the flow switch and salt cell. Step 28 Glue the salt
cell and flow switch into the section of return line that was removed in Step Step 29 Plug the
cable from the flow switch into the jack located at the bottom of the Hayward Aqua Rite control
box. Step 30 Turn on the power to the timer box. Step 31 This step does not apply to customers
installing a T-Cell Your Aqua Rite is now configured correctly to operate your particular cell.
Step 32 Plug the cable from the salt cell into the Hayward Aqua Rite control box. Step 33 The
next steps will involve adding the salt to the pool. This is common food quality salt or water
softener salt and is usually available in pound bags. DO NOT use rock salt, salt with yellow
prussiate of soda, salt with anti-caking additives, or iodized salt. Step 34 Using a salt water test
strip, measure the current salt level of your pool. For the Hayward Aqua Rite generators, the
ideal level is ppm ppm is optimal. If the level is low, determine the number of gallons in your
pool and add salt according to the Salt Table located in the owner's manual. For example, if
your pool has 15, gallons of water and your current salt level is 0, you need to add lbs of salt.
Step 35 Before adding the salt, move the power switch on the Aqua Rite control box to the "Off"
position. Keep this in the "Off" position until the salt is completely dissolved. This may take 24
hours. Step 36 While the pump is running, walk around the pool and pour in the salt. Brush the
salt around to speed up the dissolving process. Run the pump for 24 hours with the suction
coming from the main drain use pool vac if there is no main drain to allow salt to evenly
disperse. Note: For new plaster pools, wait days before adding salt. This allows the plaster to
cure. Step 37 After the salt has dissolved and the salt level is between ppm, move the power
switch on the Aqua Rite control box to the "Auto" position. Test the chlorine level every few
days and adjust the dial up or down accordingly. Step 39 A green light next to "Power" and
"Generating" will illuminate if everything is working correctly. The installation is now complete.
Enjoy your new Hayward Aqua Rite salt chlorine generator! Add a Comment. Mine is installed
with the connecting cable at the inlet side of the unit. The direction of the flow switch is

important. There are arrows on the sensor that should be facing in the direction of the flow of
water. I was told bigger is better so I purchased the T15 system from Amazon. I don't want to
use a reducer for fear the pressure and volume will be reduced to the Spa. Do I have to install
diverter valves? Any recommendations on what everyone else id doing? The operational design
of your flow switch is the same as the one shown in this guide. My question is for the
installation of the flow switch, can it be installed vertically? In the instructions I see it mentioned
that the cell can be installed vertically but all diagrams depict the flow switch being installed
horizontally but I never see that statement in print. The timer is not built into the control panel.
The breaker has to handle the sum of the two amperages. It involves electrical work and pipe
cutting and gluing. If you are comfortable with these efforts and understand this guide, you
should be able to do this. Depending on where you put the control box, much of the electrical
may already be in place with the old system. I would like to change this system myself, with my
current system it's already set-up to automatically turn on when the pump kicks in. How difficult
is this change from one system to another one? This way it always has power. Not a perfect
solution, because the timings might get out of sync. Your pump should be fine. First check that
the displayed cell type is the same as the installed cell type. Then check your current and
voltage readings. I am getting a power light a generating light and a flashing red check salt light.
Had water tested twice in past two weeks and low chlorine was identified. Added chlorine. I acid
cleaned the cell and think it was installed correctly no way to know for sure but I don't think the
unit is producing chlorine. Any suggestions would be appreciated. In fact Hayward
recommends that you reverse the cell after you have cleaned it to prolong the life of the cell.
What is important on the flow switch is for it to be installed with the flow arrow on top of the
switch pointing to the pool returns. The arrow on the fitting is there for a reminder. If it is worn
off, mark an arrow on the fitting pointing to the returns. Also, does the unit have to be installed
with the flow arrow towards the pool return?? My flow direction arrow has worn off Is there a
way to determine in and out with no arrow???? It does not have to be higher than or the same
level as the pump. The pool water will eventually go through both pump systems. Just make
sure to install the salt cell as the last unit before returning to the pool. Does it matter which
pump I install the salt cell? Their number is There is power, because the readout works and my
pool has chlorine. The panel is less than 2 years old. The jumpers have to be wired as shown in
step 13 of this guide. Where does the hot wire go? They should be able to provide this
information. Upon reinstall the check cell light was still flashing. I did a reset and accidentally
changed the t-xx number for the cell from whatever it originally was. Is there a way to determine
if I have a 3,9 or 15 cell? No notation is on the cell itself and I'm not the original owner so don't
have the paperwork from the install. Note: this flow switch is also used on the AquaRite
systems. Check our comment in the FAQs section on this page for directions on how to test the
current switch to make sure it is bad before you replace it. It seemed that I had excellent flow by
observing the pool jets but I felt perhaps the cell which had not been inspected for 6 months
might have a lot of junk in it. I removed and cleaned the cell and did the mild acid treatment and
then reinstalled it. The Check Cell light went out but the No Flow light was still on. I called
support and was told that I might have a bad flow meter and to check I could use an old
telephone cord with the wires connected to each other. If using this wire made the No FL
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ow light go out I needed a new meter Question: How important is the flow meter for cell
functioning? If it is absolutely necessary, do I have to cut out the old and reinstall a new length
of PVC? Where do I get a new flow meter. You might try replacing the switch. My chlorine is still
high. I noticed the "Generating" light is still illuminated even though my box is OFF. Is it still
generating and that's why my chlorine hasn't come down yet? Or is it always illuminated even
while it's not generating chlorine? Thanks for the help! In Step 17, it is the connector between
terminals 2 and 3 that is used for V wiring. See Step 13 or the label the inside door of the Aqua
Rite control box. If your are wiring your unit for V, use a jumper between terminals 2 and 3 as
shown. If you are wiring for V, you need two jumpers: one between 1 and 2; and one between 3
and 4. If you don't have the original jumpers that came with the unit, you can use short gauge
wires. What does it look like? Where is it?

